2021

Fall / Winter

All golf lovers,
we got your
back

You wear a back supporter underneath your clothes.
You adjust it every time it moves hoping no one notices.
"MIDORI PF1" was developed to free golfers like you from anxieties that
come with lower back pain. The back supporting belt is integrated to
the golf pants allowing freedom of movement.
The unique easy-flex architecture keeps the belt in the best position
whether your back is fully rotated during a tee shot or crouched down
while you are reading greens.
Wear the design that "appeals" and does not "conceal" and stay more focused .
on your game. All of this is to give you golf lovers as many more days,
as many more games as possible,
where you can play to your heart’s content.
This new normal, worn to protect your back,
will no doubt change your golf life.

FUNCTION

The BOA fit system allows instant adjustment to
tighten and loosen the belt. Adjustable
to different scenes and physical conditions.

MIDORI PF1 exclusive technology
that integrates back protection
belt to golf pants liberates you from
anxieties of back pain.

Belt type

DUAL SUPPORT
The golf pants designed in pursuit of comfort

The dial allows you to fine-tune a snug fit without refastening the belt.

and the lower back protection belt. Together they support your lower back.

BASIC *

Wear them as a set and relieve yourself from anxieties.

Simple in design yet snugs and protects your lower back.

BASIC

Belt type

Dual tightening structure increases sense of support.

* Available for PF1GMS21F12 only

FUNCTION Introducing features newly added in the '21 Autumn Winter season.
UTILITY POCKET *

Use for various purposes in your golf game.

* Available for PF1GMS21F14 only

Mini-pocket

Mini-pocket

Mini-pocket

Pocket with D ring

For small items such as tees
and green markers.

Golf ball pouch and
other items are attachable.

Zipper Pocket

Large pocket

Optimum to store
smart phones and valuables.

Capable of storing bigger items
such as golf scope and gloves.

Pocket
with D ring

Zipper Pocket
Large pocket

Belt thermal function *

Highly thermal material added to the front and back in the belt area. Reduces burden of cold weather on the lower back. *Not available for PF1GMS21F12

FUNCTION

Unique features handle every kind of movement during your game.
Reducing the risk of slip away and stress while achieving comfort at all times.
Easy-f lex design

Adjustable belt position

Elasticity in lower back area allows

The belt position can be adjusted

the belt to follow every movement.

by choosing different snaps in the

Belt always stays in the best position,

back. Always supports your lower

without sliding out of place.

back at the optimum position.

Easy f lex

Adjustable
belt height

Three dimensional

Antibacterial/antiviral pockets*

Inseam allows f luid movement

Suppresses bacterial and viral growth

when legs are opened

in your pockets that come from putting

widely by reducing tension

balls in and out of your pockets

around inseam.

and keeps the interior hygienic.
* Not available for PF1GMS21F16

Flexible
inseam

Antibacterial
antiviral pockets

Elastic waist

Adjustable length*

The elastic waist design eases up

Hem the bottoms easily by

tension around the waistline, and

using the snaps.

accommodates the slight changes

Adjustable to 4 different

in waist size after meals, etc.

inseam lengths.
* Only available for PF1GMS21F14

Elastic
waist

Adjustable
ength

PF1’21FW

PF1GMS 21F16

PF1GWS 21F17
PF1GMS 21F13

PF1GMS 21F12

Recommended from
beginning of autumn

Distinctively
simple,
entry model.

Introducing the basic belt without a BOA*.
The smart silhouette design pants with just the
right stretch and water repellency.
The optimum pair to try out as an entry model
with overall simplicity that never gets old.

MEN’S size chart
Size

Waist (cm)

M

76〜80

PF1 Stretch Twill Pants BASIC

L

80〜84

LL

84〜88

PF1GMS21F12 15,400 JPY (tax incl.) Sizes: M, L, LL, 3L, 4L

3L

88〜92

Pants material: 100% polyester
Belt body: nylon, polyester, polyurethane

4L

92〜98

BASIC

Easy f lex

Flexible
inseam

Elastic
waist

Adjustable
belt height

Antibacterial
antiviral pockets

Belt type

0011 Light gray

0070 Navy

PF1GMS 21F13

Recommended once
autumn is in the air

Bump up your style with plaid that relishes
autumn and single pleat silhouette.
Sport these pair and steal more looks than
usual with a stylish impression.

Relish autumn
with
elegant plaid

MEN’S size chart
PF1 Shark Stretch Plaid Single Pleat Pants BOA
PF1GMS21F13 25,300 JPY (tax incl.) Sizes: M, L, LL, 3L, 4L
Pants material: 69% polyester, 29% wool, 2% polyurethane,
Pocket opening separate material: 100% polyurethane
Belt body: nylon, polyester, polyurethane
Belt BOA part: polycarbonate, nylon, polyethylene, polyester

Easy f lex

Flexible
inseam

Elastic
waist

Adjustable
belt height

Antibacterial
antiviral pockets

Belt type

0090 Black

Size

Waist (cm)

M

76〜80

L

80〜84

LL

84〜88

3L

88〜92

4L

92〜98

0042 Brown

PF1GMS 21F14

Recommended from
autumn to winter

Pockets in variety of sizes, big and small,
are adopted to accommodate a wide range of
items during a round. No more hassle.
High performance pants equipped with comforting
elasticity and wrinkle resistance,
comes with easy snap to adjust inseam.

Free your shots
with
multi-function
pockets.

PF1 Oxford Stretch Multiple Pocket Pants BOA
PF1GMS21F14 23,100 JPY (tax incl.) Sizes: M, L, LL, 3L, 4L
Pants material: 68% polyester, 28% rayon, 4% polyurethane
Belt body: nylon, polyester, polyurethane
Belt BOA part: polycarbonate, nylon, polyethylene, polyester

Easy f lex

Flexible
inseam

Elastic
waist

Adjustable
belt height

Antibacterial
antiviral pockets

0023 Bordeaux

MEN’S size chart

Adjustable
length

Belt type

0070 Navy

0071 Light navy
Size

Waist (cm)

Size

Waist (cm)

LL

84〜88

M

76〜80

3L

88〜92

L

80〜84

4L

92〜98

PF1GMS 21F15

Recommended from
autumn to winter

Phenomenal
elasticity
beyond your
imagination.

Great for swinging, even greater to crouch down in,
these pants provides excellent mobility handling
any golf movement in 360 degrees direction.
Perfect inseam allows you to wear them
right out of the package.

MEN’S size chart
Size

Waist (cm)

M

76〜80

PF1 Super Stretch Pants BOA

L

80〜84

PF1GMS21F15 22,000 JPY (tax incl.) Sizes: M, L, LL, 3L, 4L

LL

84〜88

3L

88〜92

4L

92〜98

Pants material: 56% nylon, 30% polyester, 14% polyurethane
Belt body: nylon, polyester, polyurethane
Belt BOA part: polycarbonate, nylon, polyethylene, polyester

Easy f lex

Flexible
inseam

Elastic
waist

Adjustable
belt height

Antibacterial
antiviral pockets

Belt type

0012 Charcoal

0010 Gray

PF1GMS 21F16

For low temperatures
and cold windy winter

Soft and light weight with excellent elasticity, and
much leaner providing more freedom in movement
than its appearance.The padded pants keeps you
warm without the bulkiness. Water repellency
keeps you dry and comfortable from drizzles.

Leaner, warmer
than its
appearance.
PF1 Taffeta Padded Stretch Pants BOA
PF1GMS21F16 25,300 JPY (tax incl.) Size: M, L, LL, 3L, 4L
Pants material/(outer material): 50% polyester, 50% composite fiber
(lining): 100% polyester, (padding): 100% polyester
Belt body: nylon, polyester, polyurethane
Belt BOA part: polycarbonate, nylon, polyethylene, polyester

Easy f lex

Flexible
inseam

Elastic
waist

Adjustable
belt height

Belt type

0010 Gray

MEN’S size chart
Size

Waist (cm)

M

76〜80

L

80〜84

LL

84〜88

3L

88〜92

4L

92〜98

0070 Navy

PF1GWS 21F17

Recommended from
beginning of autumn

for WOMEN

Comfortable fabric with water repellency
and stretchiness, and smooth silhouette offered at
a reasonable price.The recommended pair for
those who seek an elegant attire
with back protection.

Sport it
with grace,
entry model.

WOMEN’S size chart
Size

Waist (cm)

S

58〜62

PF1 Women’ s Stretch Twill 5P Pants BOA

M

62〜66

PF1GWS21F17 15,400 JPY (tax incl.) Sizes: S, M, L

L

66〜72

Pants material: 100% polyester
Belt body: nylon, polyester, polyurethane
Belt BOA part: polycarbonate, nylon, polyethylene, polyester

Easy f lex

Flexible
inseam

Elastic
waist

Adjustable
belt height

Antibacterial
antiviral pockets

Belt type

0070 Navy

0085 Pink

